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Checkmate (often shortened to mate) is a game position in chess and other chess-like games in which a
player's king is in check (threatened with capture) and there is no way to remove the threat.Checkmating the
opponent wins the game. In chess, the king is never capturedâ€”the game ends as soon as the king is
checkmated. In formal games, most players resign an inevitably lost game before being ...
Checkmate - Wikipedia
The King's Gambit is a chess opening that begins with the moves: . 1. e4 e5 2. f4. White offers a pawn to
divert the black e-pawn. If Black accepts the gambit, White has two main plans.The first is to play d4 and
Bxf4, regaining the gambit pawn with central domination.
King's Gambit - Wikipedia
bill wall bill wall's chess page the world's largest online chess collection
Bill Wall's Chess Page
The sheet of paper used to write down the moves of a game in progress. During formal games both players
must record the game using a score sheet.
List of chess terms - Simple English Wikipedia, the free
This category is not sharply separated from Chess training. If you do not find what you are looking for here,
that category might be worth a visit.
Chess Theory/Chess problems - Schackportalen
2: Chess data representation. Computer usage among chessplayers has become quite common in recent
years and a variety of different programs, both commercial and public domain, are used to generate, access,
and propagate chess game data.
Standard: Portable Game Notation Specification and
La donna e la torre sono detti Â«pezzi pesantiÂ», in quanto sono in grado da soli di dare matto con l'aiuto del
solo re; l'alfiere e il cavallo sono invece Â«pezzi minoriÂ» o Â«leggeriÂ», in quanto non sono in grado da soli
di dare matto con l'aiuto del solo re.
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